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DIFFERENTIATION OF MATRIX FUNCTIONALS
USING TRIANGULAR FACTORIZATION
F. R. DE HOOG, R. S. ANDERSSEN, AND M. A. LUKAS
Abstract. In various applications, it is necessary to diﬀerentiate a matrix
functional w(A(x)), where A(x) is a matrix depending on a parameter vector
x. Usually, the functional itself can be readily computed from a triangular
factorization of A(x). This paper develops several methods that also use the
triangular factorization to eﬃciently evaluate the ﬁrst and second derivatives
of the functional. Both the full and sparse matrix situations are considered.
There are similarities between these methods and algorithmic diﬀerentiation.
However, the methodology developed here is explicit, leading to new algo-
rithms. It is shown how the methods apply to several applications where the
functional is a log determinant, including spline smoothing, covariance selec-
tion and restricted maximum likelihood.
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the evaluation of functionals and their derivatives
of a matrix A(x) ∈ Rn×n, which depends on a vector of parameters x ∈ Rp.T h e
original motivation for this study was to ﬁnd an eﬃcient algorithm for calculat-
ing the generalized cross-validation (GCV) and robust generalized cross-validation
(RGCV) scores for smoothing splines. For GCV [11, 23], it is necessary to calculate
the trace of the smoothing matrix, S(x) say, while, for RGCV [14], it is also neces-
sary to calculate the trace of S2(x). In this situation, the vector of parameters x
becomes the scalar smoothing parameter x>0. For polynomial smoothing splines
of degree 2m − 1, with n + m points, S(x) has the form [14]
(1.1) S(x)=I − xCA−1(x)CT,
where A(x)=B + xCTC is a matrix pencil, B is a symmetric, positive deﬁnite
banded matrix with bandwidth 2m − 1a n dC is an (n + m) × n, banded lower
triangular matrix with bandwidth m + 1. A direct evaluation of the quantities
tr(S(x)) and tr(S2(x)) is expensive for large n.I ti se a s yt ov e r i f y( c f .[ 9 ] )t h a t
tr(CA−1CT)=
d
dx
logdetA(x), (1.2a)
tr(CA−1CT)2 = −
d2
dx2 logdetA(x), (1.2b)
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from which the required quantities can easily be derived. The advantage of formu-
lating the problem as one of diﬀerentiating a matrix functional, logdetA(x)i nt h i s
case, is that derivatives can generally be calculated with about the same complexity
as the functional itself [8]. Because the matrix A(x) is symmetric, positive deﬁnite
a n db a n d e dw i t hb a n d w i d t h2 m + 1, the matrix functional can be calculated in
O(m2n) operations using a Cholesky decomposition. The application of the results
in this paper to the evaluation of the quantities on the right-hand side of (1.1) yields
two O(m2n) algorithms, one of which is new, for calculating the GCV score, and
two new O(m2n) algorithms for calculating the RGCV score for smoothing splines
(Lukas et al. [15]).
It turns out that the problem of calculating derivatives of matrix functionals
occurs in a number of applications, which will be described in the sequel. As in
the example of smoothing splines outlined above, many of the functionals involve
determinants or ratios of determinants, and can be readily evaluated using a trian-
gular factorization of the corresponding matrix A(x). Other functionals can often
be derived by diﬀerentiating functions of determinants. For example, if A(x)i sa n
information matrix that depends on parameters x, then an A-optimal design, with
respect to the parameters x, minimizes tr
 
A−1 (x)
 
[20], and this can be evaluated
using [9]
(1.3) tr
 
A−1 
=
d
dε
logdet(A + εI)
 
   
 
ε=0
.
In fact, any functional of A−1 can be evaluated by diﬀerentiation of the log deter-
minant using
(1.4)
∂
∂aij
logdetA = eT
j A−1ei,
where ei,i=1 , ... ,n, are the usual unit vectors. However, not all functionals
can be evaluated using a triangular factorization. An example is the spectral norm
 A−1 (x) 2, which is minimized for an E-optimal design [20].
Diﬀerent forms of the above relationships have been published covering a broad
spectrum of applications [1, 7, 8, 9, 12, 19, 22]. They include a listing of properties
of log determinant relationships in Harville [9], a discussion about relationships
between determinants, inverses and linear systems in the context of algorithmic
diﬀerentiation in Griewank [8] and Kubota [12], and eﬃcient calculation of some
elements of a matrix inverse for the analysis of short-circuit scenarios in power
systems in Takahashi et al. [22]. For nonsparse matrices, the key relationships, at
the heart of the Takahashi et al. [22] algorithm, can be found on page 263 of the
1945 paper of Waugh and Dwyer [24].
In a wide range of statistical applications, there is also a need to evaluate the
derivative of the log determinant of some target matrix. This occurs in covariance
selection in Dempster [3], high-dimensional covariance estimation by minimizing
penalized log determinant divergence in Ravikumar et al. [19], restricted maximum
likelihood (REML) calculations for mixed models in Smith [21] and statistical design
calculations in Silvey [20]. The goal of this paper is to construct a rigorous and
unifying computational framework in which to perform the eﬃcient evaluation of
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In the sequel, we investigate the evaluation of functionals and the calculation of
their derivatives using triangular factorizations. Speciﬁcally, we consider a func-
tional w : Rn×n → R, w = w(A), and the triangular factorization
(1.5) A = LU,
where L is a unit lower triangular matrix and U is an upper triangular matrix. It
is assumed that
(1.6) g(L,U): =w(LU)=w(A)
and its derivatives with respect to elements of L and U can be readily evaluated
once the triangular factorization of A has been performed. Finally, we let A : Rp →
Rn×n, A = A(x), and deﬁne the functional
(1.7) h(x): =w(A(x)),
and assume that the elements of A(x) and their derivatives are easy to evaluate.
As a consequence, the computational complexity associated with the evaluation of
h(x) will be the same as that required to determine the triangular factorization.
After some preliminaries in section 2, in section 3 we develop and analyse a direct
and indirect method for calculating ﬁrst derivatives of h(x), using the triangular
factorization of A(x), for both the full and sparse matrix situations. Essentially,
the computational complexity of the methods is of the same order of magnitude
as that required to calculate the triangular factorization (1.5). The direct and
indirect methods have similarities with the forward and reverse methods, respec-
tively, of algorithmic diﬀerentiation, but our treatment is explicit, leading to new
algorithms. In section 4, we extend the methodology to the eﬃcient calculation of
second derivatives of h(x).
In section 5, we describe several applications in which the methods of this paper
can be used to perform eﬃcient calculations. In some of the applications, the
components of x are in fact the elements of A (that is, x = vec(A)).
For many applications, the matrix A is symmetric positive deﬁnite, and the anal-
ysis in this paper can be modiﬁed, in a straightforward manner, to take advantage
of symmetry by using a Cholesky factorization, rather than the LU factorization
(1.5).
2. Preliminaries
In the sequel, it will be assumed that A is nonsingular. It is then possible to
reorder the rows and/or columns of A so that a triangular factorization of the form
(1.5) exists, and we assume that an appropriate ordering of the rows and columns
has already been performed. The ordering of the rows and columns aﬀects both the
numerical stability of a triangular factorization and sparsity within the triangular
components. While a detailed discussion about achieving a satisfactory ordering
is beyond the scope of this paper, we note that heuristic algorithms such as the
Markowitz criterion [6, 16], which chooses a pivot to minimize the ﬁll-in by the
subsequent column elimination, are still widely used. For symmetric matrices, a
similar criterion leads to the widely used minimum degree algorithm [4].1588 F. R. DE HOOG, R. S. ANDERSSEN, AND M. A. LUKAS
For the situations where we have a sparse triangular factorization, it will be
convenient to use the following notation. Let
C = {(i,j)| lij  =0o ruij  =0 },
Li = {k| k>iand (k,i) ∈C } ,
Ui = {k| k>iand (i,k) ∈C } ,
and
Sij = {k| k ≤ min(i,j); (i,k) ∈Cand (k,j) ∈C } .
Following standard practice in sparsity work, it is assumed that any lij or uij,
that must be computed, is treated as nonzero, even if it takes a zero value due to
numerical cancellation. This is formally equivalent to the assertion that [5]
(2.1) (i,j) ∈Cif and only if Sij  = φ (the empty set).
Hence, if (i,k) ∈Cand (k,j) ∈Cfor some k ≤ min(i,j), then (i,j) ∈C .
We also use the following notation. For a matrix C ∈ Rn×n,l e tC+ ∈ Rn×n and
C− ∈ Rn×n denote the upper triangular and the strictly lower triangular part of
C, respectively. Then, for any two matrices B and C in Rn×n,
tr
 
BTC
 
=t r
 
BT
−C−
 
+t r
 
BT
+C+
 
.
As discussed above, it is assumed that w and g and their derivatives can be
easily evaluated. For the functional w(A):Rn×n → R,i ti sc o n v e n i e n tt ow r i t ei t s
derivatives with respect to the elements of A,a sam a t r i xW ∈ Rn×n with elements
given by
(2.2) wij =
∂w(A)
∂aij
,i , j=1 ,...,n.
We also write the derivatives of g (L,U), with respect to the variable elements of
L and U,a sam a t r i xG ∈ Rn×n with elements given by
gij =
⎧
⎨
⎩
∂g/∂lij,i > j ,
∂g/∂uij,i ≤ j.
For a diﬀerentiable function f : Rp → R of a vector of parameters x,l e tf (x)
denote
(2.3) f  (x)=c ·∇ f =
p  
k=1
ck
∂f (x)
∂xk
for an arbitrary vector c ∈ Rp. Similarly, for a matrix Z with elements zij : Rp → R,
let Z (x)d e n o t e[ z 
ij(x)] = [c ·∇ zij(x)]. Note that if c is a unit vector, then f (x)
is the usual directional derivative of f. In some applications, we are interested in
the case where the parameters x are the matrix elements of A and f is a function
of A.T h e nw eh a v e
f  (A)=c ·∇ f =
n  
k,j=1
ckj
∂f (A)
∂akj
=
∂f (A + εC)
∂ε
 
   
 
ε=0
,
where C ∈ Rn×n denotes an arbitrary matrix and c = vec(C).DIFFERENTIATION OF MATRIX FUNCTIONALS 1589
3. First order diﬀerentiation
In this section, we derive and analyse procedures for direct and indirect evalua-
tion of the ﬁrst derivatives of h(x) in (1.7).
3.1. Direct diﬀerentiation. We have assumed that an eﬀective way of calculating
the matrix functional w(A)i st oe v a l u a t eg(L,U). Therefore, a logical starting
point for deriving an expression for derivatives of h(x) would appear to be the
relation
(3.1) h(x)=g (L(x),U(x)),
where the dependence of the triangular factors L(x)a n dU(x) on the parameter
x is deﬁned implicitly through
(3.2) L(x)U(x)=A(x).
On diﬀerentiating (3.1), we obtain
(3.3) h =t r
 
(G−)TL +( G+)TU 
=t r
 
G
T (L + U)
 
,
which is easy to evaluate if L and U are known.
Diﬀerentiation of (3.2) yields
(3.4) L
U + LU
 = A
,
which provides a system of linear equations for L and U.T h i s s y s t e m c a n b e
rewritten as
(LU)+ =( A − LU)+ (3.5a)
(LU)− =( A − LU)− . (3.5b)
These equations can be used to sequentially compute the rows of U and the
columns of L, starting with the ﬁrst row and column, using forward substitution.
As the sparsity structure of U and L is the same as the sparsity structure of U and
L, respectively, the computational eﬀort required to calculate U and L is about
twice the computational eﬀort required to calculate the triangular factorization.
Since G is easily evaluated and U and L can be calculated as above, (3.3)
represents a direct method for calculating the ﬁrst derivative of the functional
h(x)=w(A(x)). In most applications, the bulk of the computational eﬀort is
associated with the calculation of U and L. Hence, the additional computational
complexity associated with direct diﬀerentiation of the functional is about twice
the computational complexity associated with calculating the functional itself. In
particular, if the matrix A is full, then the calculation of h using (3.3) requires
O(n2) operations, which is small compared to the O(n3) operations required to
perform the factorization.
If, however, the matrix A is sparse, then the complexity of the calculation of
h using (3.3) is similar to that required to perform the factorization. In order to
simplify the complexity considerations, in the sequel we will ignore the complexity
associated with the ﬁnal evaluation of h using (3.3) or a similar expression.
An explicit solution for U and L can also be determined by pre- and post-
multiplying equation (3.4) by L−1 and U−1, respectively, to obtain
L−1L + UU
−1 = L−1AU
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from which it follows that
(3.6) L = L
 
L−1AU
−1 
−
, U =
 
L−1AU
−1 
+
U.
The algorithm outlined above is closely related to the direct or forward method
of algorithmic diﬀerentiation (see, for example, Griewank [8] for an overview of
algorithmic diﬀerentiation or Smith [21] for its application to the Cholesky de-
composition). A key diﬀerence is that the analysis above is independent of the
algorithm used to obtain the triangular factorization. As a consequence, the uti-
lization of the uncoupling of the unknowns in (3.5a) and (3.5b) (which can actually
be implemented in a number of diﬀerent ways) is far more transparent than would
be the case for algorithmic diﬀerentiation.
Although the direct procedure outlined above provides an eﬀective way of cal-
culating h(x)=c ·∇ h, the whole procedure must be repeated when c is changed.
For example, if all of the components of ∇h are required, the procedure must be
repeated p times to calculate each component. Indirect diﬀerentiation, as described
in the following section, addresses this issue.
3.2. Indirect diﬀerentiation. An alternative approach is to start with the equa-
tion
(3.7) h(x)=w(A(x))
which can be diﬀerentiated to yield
(3.8) h =t r
 
W
TA

 
.
At ﬁrst, this does not seem particularly promising because w is diﬃcult to evaluate
directly and the elements of W are derivatives of w. However, it turns out that
relatively simple equations can be derived for the determination of W.
From the deﬁnition of g in (1.6),
w(LU)=g(L,U).
Diﬀerentiation with respect to the components of L and U, yields
(3.9)
 
L
TW
 
+
= G+,
 
WU
T
 
−
= G−,
which can be viewed as a system of linear equations for the determination of W.
These equations can be rewritten as
 
L
TW+
 
+
= G+ −
 
L
TW−
 
+
, (3.10a)
 
W−U
T
 
−
= G− −
 
W+U
T
 
−
, (3.10b)
which can be used to sequentially compute the columns of W+ and the rows of
W−, starting with the last column and row, using backward substitution. The
computational complexity associated with this is about twice the computational
complexity associated with calculating the triangular factorization when A is a full
matrix.
When A is sparse, the computational cost, relative to the triangular factoriza-
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writing out (3.8) in component form
h =t r
 
WTA 
=
 
(i,j)∈C
wija
ij,
it is clear that we only need to evaluate some of the elements of W,n a m e l ywij
with (i,j) ∈C , and it turns out that they can be calculated using a subset of the
system of equations given in (3.9). Speciﬁcally, we take
n  
k=i
lkiwkj = wij +
 
k∈Li
lkiwkj = gij,i ≤ j, (i,j) ∈C , (3.11a)
n  
k=j
wikujk = wijujj +
 
k∈Uj
wikujk = gij,i > j ,(i,j) ∈C . (3.11b)
When i ≤ j and (i,j) ∈C ,i ti se a s yt ov e r i f yt h a ti ∈S kj for all k ∈L i,a n di t
then follows from (2.1) that (k,j) ∈Cfor all k ∈L i. Similarly, when (i,j) ∈Cand
i>j ,t h e nj ∈S ik for all k ∈U j and (i,k) ∈Cfor all k ∈U j. Thus, (3.11a) and
(3.11b) is a reduced system of equations for the elements of wij with (i,j) ∈C .W e
can rearrange this system as
wij = gij −
 
k∈Li
lkiwkj,i ≤ j, (i,j) ∈C , (3.12a)
wijujj = gij −
 
k∈Uj
wikujk,i > j ,(i,j) ∈C , (3.12b)
which can be used to sequentially compute the elements wij with (i,j) ∈C ,b y
computing the columns of W+ and the rows of W−, starting with the last column
and row. The computational complexity associated with this is about twice the
computational complexity associated with calculating the triangular factorization.
An explicit expression for W can also be derived. The equations (3.9) can be
rewritten in the following equivalent form
tr
   
WU
T
 
−
+
 
LTW
 
+
 T
B
 
=t r
 
G
TB
 
, for all B ∈ Rn×n.
Using the identity tr(XY)=t r ( YX), the right-hand side of this last expression
can be reorganized to give
tr
 
G
TB
 
=t r
 
GTLL
−1B− + UGTB+U−1 
=t r
  
 
LTG
 
− +
 
GU
T
 
+
 T  
L−1B− + B+U−1 
 
=t r
 
U−1
  
LTG
 
− +
 
GU
T
 
+
 T
L−1 (B−U + LB+)
 
.
On the other hand, the left-hand side can be reorganized to give
tr
   
WU
T
 
−
+
 
LTW
 
+
 T
B
 
=t r
 
UW
TB− + LB+
 
=t r
 
WT (B−U + LLB+)
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Equating these last two expressions and taking account of the fact that B is arbi-
trary, it follows that
(3.13) W
T = U
−1
  
L
TG
 
−
+
 
GU
T
 
+
 T
L
−1.
As for direct diﬀerentiation, the indirect procedure outlined above is closely
related to the backward or adjoint method of algorithmic diﬀerentiation (see, for
example, Griewank [8] for an overview of algorithmic diﬀerentiation or Smith [21]
for its application to the Cholesky decomposition). Again, a key diﬀerence is that
the analysis above is independent of the algorithm used to obtain the triangular
factorization. As a consequence, the utilization of the uncoupling of the unknowns
in (3.9) (which, again can be implemented in a number of diﬀerent ways) is far
more transparent than would be the case for algorithmic diﬀerentiation.
The indirect procedure outlined above has some important advantages when it
is required to calculate a number of derivatives. For example, if the components of
∇h need to be calculated, the computation of the components
(3.14)
∂h(x)
∂xj
=t r
 
W
T ∂A(x)
∂xj
 
,j =1 , ..., p,
requires W to be calculated only once. By contrast, for the direct method, it is
necessary to solve an equation of the form (3.4) p times.
When w(A)=l o g d e t A, it is clear from (1.4) that WT = A−1.T h i s i s c o n -
sistent with (3.13) since it is easy to verify that (LTG)− +( GUT)+ = I and so
WT = U−1L−1 = A−1.T h ef a c t o r sL
−1 and U
−1 can be written as products of el-
ementary row and column operations, and Niessner and Reichert [18] have used this
to propose an algorithm for the eﬃcient calculation of some of the elements of A
−1.
This algorithm can be easily generalized to the case when
 
L
TG
 
−
+
 
GU
T
 
+
is
a diagonal matrix.
The fact that W
T = A
−1 when w(A)=l o gd e tA provides a link to the work
by Takahashi et al. [22] and its generalization by Erisman and Tinney [5], on the
eﬃcient calculation of some elements of the inverse of a sparse matrix. In fact, (3.9)
is essentially the same as equations (1) and (2) in Erisman and Tinney [5]. A more
detailed discussion of the various options that can be used to solve the Erisman
and Tinney equations was subsequently given by Niessner and Reichert [18].
4. Second order diﬀerentiation
In this section, we consider the evaluation of Hc, the Hessian of h acting on an
arbitrary vector c. The components are
p  
j=1
∂2h
∂xi∂xj
cj =
∂
∂xi
(c ·∇ h)=
∂h
∂xi
,i =1 , ... ,p.
4.1. Direct diﬀerentiation. Recalling the deﬁnition (2.3), inserting c = ei into
( 3 . 3 )t oo b t a i na ne q u a t i o nf o r∂h/∂xi and then diﬀerentiating this equation yields
(4.1)
∂h
∂xi
=t r
 
(G)
T
 
∂L
∂xi
+
∂U
∂xi
 
+ G
T
 
∂L
∂xi
+
∂U
∂xi
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where
(4.2) G =
 
i>j
∂G
∂lij
l
ij +
 
i≤j
∂G
∂uij
u
ij.
Despite the apparent complexity of the summation in the ﬁrst term on the right-
hand side of (4.1), it is usually easy to evaluate in practice, when L
 , U
 ,
∂L
∂xi
and
∂U
∂xi
are known, since it is often the case that only terms of the form
∂2g
∂u2
ii
u 
ii are
nonzero. These ﬁrst order derivatives can be obtained from equations of the form
(3.4) as described in the previous section. The second term on the right-hand side
of (4.1) can be calculated as previously once the second derivative term
∂L
 
∂xi
+
∂U
 
∂xi
is known. An equation for its determination is obtained by diﬀerentiating (3.4);
namely,
(4.3)
 
∂L
∂xi
U + L
∂U
∂xi
 
=
∂A
∂xi
−
∂L
∂xi
U − L∂U
∂xi
.
The structure of this equation, assuming that the terms on the right-hand side of
(4.3) can be easily evaluated when the ﬁrst derivative terms are known, is the same
as in equation (3.4). Consequently, forward substitution can again be applied to
sequentially calculate the rows of
∂U
 
∂xi
and the columns of
∂L
 
∂xi
, starting with the
ﬁrst row and column.
As discussed previously, the computational eﬀort for the calculation of each
derivative term is about two times the computational eﬀort required to calculate
the factorization. Each of the product terms on the right-hand side of (4.3) requires
about the same eﬀort needed to calculate the factorization. The solution of (4.3)
requires about two times the eﬀort required to calculate the factorization. Thus,
the total eﬀort to calculate one component ∂h/∂xi of the Hessian of h acting on an
arbitrary vector c is about eight times that required to calculate the factorization.
When c = ej,
∂h 
∂xi
=
∂2h
∂xi∂xj
is an element of the Hessian H and these elements
must be calculated separately. When i  = j, the computational eﬀort is about eight
times that required to calculate the functional, as described above. If, however,
i = j,t h e n
∂h 
∂xi
=
∂2h
∂x2
i
and the computational eﬀort is less because the ﬁrst order
derivatives of L and of U are the same and the product terms on the right-hand side
of (4.3) are the same. It is easy to verify that in this case the computational eﬀort is
about ﬁve times that required to calculate the functional. If only a single diagonal
element of the Hessian is required, for example when p = 1, then the direct method
outlined above provides an algorithm that is better, in terms of complexity, than
the mixed method derived below. However, the mixed method is superior when a
number of second order derivatives are required.
4.2. Mixed methods. We have seen that the indirect method has the advantage
that all of the components of the gradient can be calculated with about the same
computational complexity as the evaluation of a single ﬁrst order derivative using
the direct method. It turns out that, by combining the direct and indirect methods,1594 F. R. DE HOOG, R. S. ANDERSSEN, AND M. A. LUKAS
we can also formulate an eﬀective algorithm to calculate the action of the Hessian
on an arbitrary vector. For the indirect method, we have
(4.4) h =t r
 
W
TA
 
=
 
k,l
wkla
kl
along with equations (3.9); namely,
 
L
TW
 
+
= G+,
 
WU
T
 
−
= G−.
Recalling the deﬁnition (2.3), inserting c = ei into (4.4) to get an equation for
∂h/∂xi and then diﬀerentiating this equation yields
(4.5)
n  
j=1
∂2h
∂xi∂xj
cj =t r
⎛
⎝W
T
n  
j=1
∂2A
∂xi∂xj
cj
⎞
⎠ +t r
 
(W)T ∂A
∂xi
 
,i =1 ,...,p.
After computing W using (3.10a) and (3.10b), the ﬁrst term on the right-hand
side of (4.5) is straightforward to calculate, provided that the second derivatives
of A are easy to calculate. The second term requires W, and equations for de-
termining it can be obtained by diﬀerentiating the equations (3.9). This results
in
 
LTW 
+ = G
+ −
 
(L)
T W
 
+
, (4.6a)
 
WU
T 
−
= G
− −
 
W(U)
T 
−
. (4.6b)
In addition to W, the right-hand sides of (4.6a) and (4.6b) require L, U and
G. The calculation of L and U has been described in section 3.1, and because
the structure of g (L,U) is often very simple, the calculation of G,g i v e nL and
U is usually trivial. Each of the product terms on the right-hand sides of (4.6a)
and (4.6b) requires about the same eﬀort as an LU factorization when A is a
full matrix. Once the right-hand sides are known, equations (4.6a) and (4.6b)
can be solved sequentially, starting with the last column and row of W, with
computational complexity of about twice that of the LU factorization when A is
full. Consequently, the computational complexity for the calculation of W is about
eight times that required to perform the LU factorization when A is a full matrix.
When A is sparse, the computational complexity, relative to LU factorization,
is substantially greater because W and W  are generally full matrices. However,
on writing (4.5) in component form
n  
j=1
∂2h
∂xi∂xj
cj =
n  
j=1
n  
l,k=1
wlk
∂2alk
∂xi∂xj
cj +
n  
l,k=1
w 
lk
∂alk
∂xi
,i =1 ,...,p,
it is clear that we only need to evaluate some of the elements of W and W ;
namely wlk and w 
lk with (l,k) ∈C . As in section 3.2, it turns out that they can
be calculated using a subset of the system of equations given in (4.6a) and (4.6b).
Speciﬁcally, we have
w 
ij +
 
k∈Li
lkiw 
kj = g
ij −
 
k∈Li
l 
kiwkj,i ≤ j, (i,j) ∈C , (4.7a)
w 
ijujj +
 
k∈Uj
w 
ikujk = g
ij − wiju 
jj −
 
k∈Uj
wiku 
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As previously, it can be shown that (4.7a) and (4.7b) only involve terms of the form
wij and w 
ij with (i,j) ∈C . Thus, (4.7a) and (4.7b) is a reduced system of equations
for the elements of w 
ij with (i,j) ∈C . As for the indirect method in section 3.2,
the reduced system can be used to sequentially compute the elements w 
ij with
(i,j) ∈C , by computing the columns of W 
+ and the rows of W 
−, starting with the
last column and row. The computational complexity associated with implementing
the mixed method for a sparse matrix A is about eight times the computational
complexity associated with calculating the LU factorization.
For the evaluation of second derivatives, one could also apply the direct method
followed by the indirect method or apply the indirect method twice. Both ap-
proaches are equivalent computationally to the mixed method outlined above.
5. Matrix functionals and their derivatives in applications
As mentioned in the Introduction, there are numerous applications in which a
matrix functional and its derivatives must be evaluated. Many of these applications
have common features such as the specialized structure of the functionals involved.
Reasons for derivatives. In many areas of applied mathematics and statistics,
it is natural to formulate an objective functional that depends on some parameters
x through a matrix A(x). An example is the use of the maximum likelihood method
to estimate parameters in a multivariate distribution. The resulting optimization
problem is often solved numerically by some form of Newton’s method, which re-
quires the evaluation of the gradient and Hessian of the functional (or the action
of the Hessian on an arbitrary vector) [17]. If the functional can be evaluated eﬃ-
ciently using a triangular factorization of A(x), the algorithms outlined in previous
sections can greatly reduce the eﬀort for the gradient and Hessian calculations.
Determinant and log determinant functionals. We will see that, in many
applications, the functional of interest is the determinant or log determinant of the
matrix A(x).
Determinants arise naturally in applications through the substitution rule for
integration. Speciﬁcally, if v = f (q), where f : Rn → Rn, the diﬀerentials transform
as dv1 ···dvn = |det(J)|dq1 ···dqn,w h e r eJ is the Jacobian matrix whose elements
are (J)ij = ∂fi/∂qj. In statistics, an important application of the substitution rule
is to determine the probability density function that results when a random variable
undergoes a transformation. A simple, and important, example is the multivariate
normal distribution
(5.1) f (v)=
1
(2π)
n/2 (det Σ)
1/2 exp
 
−
1
2
(v − μ)
T Ω(v − μ)
 
,
where μ is the mean, Σ is the positive deﬁnite covariance matrix, and Ω = Σ−1 is
the precision matrix.
There are several identities involving diﬀerentiation of the log determinant, which
are useful in applications (see e.g. Harville [9]). The elements of the gradient,
important in determining the sensitivity of A(x) with respect to perturbations in
the components in the parameters x, can be written as
(5.2)
∂
∂xk
(logdetA)=t r
 
A−1 ∂A
∂xk
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Setting xk = aij in (5.2) yields the identity
(5.3)
∂ logdetA
∂aij
=t r
 
A−1eieT
j
 
= eT
j A−1ei,
which is the starting point for the derivation of many other formulas. The elements
of the Hessian, important in a variety of applications including statistics and the
application of Newton’s method, can be written as
(5.4)
∂2
∂xj∂xk
(logdetA)=t r
 
A−1 ∂2A
∂xj∂xk
− A−1 ∂A
∂xj
A−1 ∂A
∂xk
 
.
In a number of applications, including the smoothing spline and A-optimal design
applications discussed in the Introduction, there is a scalar parameter x with A(x)
having the linear form B + xD. In this situation, using induction, the derivatives
of the log determinant can be shown to satisfy
(5.5)
dk logdetA(x)
dxk =( −1)k−1(k − 1)! tr((A−1D)k),k > 0.
Substituting D = CTC and k equal to 1 and 2 into (5.5), and using the identity
tr(XY)=t r ( YX), gives the expressions (1.2a) and (1.2b), respectively. In addi-
tion, using the formula (5.5) with x =   and A( )=A +  I gives the expression
(1.3).
In the following subsections, we list several important and novel applications
involving the diﬀerentiation of matrix functionals, and discuss how the methods in
this paper can be utilized to perform eﬃcient calculations.
5.1. Parameter selection for smoothing splines. As discussed in the Intro-
duction, in the ﬁtting of splines to noisy data, some criteria for selecting the
smoothing parameter require the computation of a functional of the smoothing
matrix S(x), where x>0 is the smoothing parameter. In particular, the GCV
criterion requires the computation of tr(S(x)) [11, 23], which is the degrees of free-
dom for the spline, while the RGCV criterion also requires the computation of
tr(S2(x)) [14], which is the residual degrees of freedom [2] (cf. Section 3.5 in [10]).
These traces can be evaluated using the equations (1.1), (1.2a) and (1.2b). The
methodology of sections 3 and 4 then applies on noting that, for the Cholesky de-
composition, A(x)=B + xCC
T = L(x)LT(x), the diﬀerentiation of A(x) yields
A = LLT + L(L)T = CC
T. Note that the Cholesky decomposition is used here
rather than the LU factorization because A(x) is positive deﬁnite.
On occasions, the values of the diagonal elements of S(x) are required for deter-
mining conﬁdence intervals [23]. These can be calculated using
(5.6)
 
CA
−1C
T 
ii
=
∂
∂ i
 
logdet(A+CTdiag( )C)
 
   
   
=0
,i =1,2,...,n+ m.
For the evaluation of the right-hand sides of equations (5.6) and (1.2a), the
indirect method is quite eﬃcient as the evaluation of W only needs to be performed
once. However, for the evaluation of the right-hand side of (1.2b), the direct method
is more eﬃcient than the mixed method, only requiring about ﬁve times the work
associated with the triangular factorization compared with eight for the mixed
method.
Based on the above approaches, new O(m2n) algorithms for the evaluation of
tr(S(x)) and tr(S2(x)) are formulated in detail in Lukas et al. [15].DIFFERENTIATION OF MATRIX FUNCTIONALS 1597
5.2. Covariance selection and graphical methods. In covariance selection [3]
and graphical methods [13, 25] applied to multivariate Gaussian data {v1,...,vn},
as well as other statistical applications, a core activity involves the maximization
of the log-likelihood
(5.7)  {Ω;v1,...,vn} =
1
2
logdetΩ + ···,
where the constant, linear terms in Ω and possible penalty terms have been ignored.
In such situations, the precision matrix Ω is often sparse. The algorithms used
to maximize the log-likelihood in (5.7), such as truncated-Newton [17], require
elements of the gradient and the action of the Hessian on an arbitrary vector.
In such methods, the vector of unknown parameters is x = vec(Ω) and, from
(5.3) and (5.4), the gradient and Hessian elements are
(5.8)
∂
∂ωij
(logdetΩ)=eT
j Σei = σji
and
(5.9)
∂2
∂ωlk∂ωij
(logdetΩ)=−eT
j Σ
∂Ω
∂ωlk
Σei = −σjlσki.
In addition, the action of the Hessian on any vector q = vec(Q) takes the form
(5.10)
 
i,j
∂2
∂ωlk∂ωij
(logdetΩ)qij = −
 
i,j
σjlσkiqij = −
 
i,j
σkiqijσjl = −eT
k ΣQΣel.
The calculation of this expression reduces to summing only those triple products in
(5.10) for which all three entries involved are nonzero. However, even in situations
where Ω is sparse, there is no guarantee that ΣQΣ can be evaluated, since the (i,j)
component of Σ can only be determined from (5.8) for (i,j) ∈C .C o n s e q u e n t l y ,i t
is necessary to turn to the utilization of the mixed method in section 4.2.
5.3. Restricted maximum likelihood (REML). In various statistical appli-
cations with dependent data, including hierarchical and longitudinal data, it is
popular to use the linear mixed model
y = Xβ+ Zu+ e,
where X and Z are incidence matrices, y are observations, β are ﬁxed eﬀects
parameters, u are random eﬀects parameters and e are random errors. Nor-
mally, it is assumed that E (u)=0,E (e)=0 , E
 
ueT 
= 0 and E
 
uuT 
=
G(θ),E
 
eeT 
= R(θ), where θ denotes the vector of parameters to be esti-
mated. In the REML method [21], θ is estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood
(5.11) logL = −1
2
 
logdetR +l o gd e tG +l o gd e tC + yTPy
 
,
where
C =
 
X
TR
−1XX
TR
−1Z
Z
TR
−1XZ
TR
−1Z+G
−1
 
,
P = V
−1 − V
−1X
 
X
TV
−1X
 −1
X
TV
−1 and V = ZGZ
T + R.
To perform the maximization eﬃciently, it is desirable to calculate derivatives of
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are usually easy to evaluate, as are their derivatives. For the evaluation of the other
two terms in equation (5.11), it is convenient to consider the mixed model matrix
M =
⎡
⎣
X
TR
−1XX
TR
−1ZX
TR
−1y
Z
TR
−1XZ
TR
−1Z+G
−1 Z
TR
−1y
yTR
−1Xy TR
−1Zy TR
−1y
⎤
⎦,
which is a square symmetric, positive deﬁnite matrix of dimension n,s a y . T h e
matrix C, and hence M, are usually very large and very sparse, which is a direct
consequence of the fact that both G
−1 and R
−1 are usually sparse [21]. It is easy
to verify [21], that yTPy =d e t M/detC. Therefore, if M = LL
T denotes the
Cholesky decomposition of M,t h e n
logdetC + yTPy =
n−1  
k=1
log
 
l2
kk
 
+ l2
nn.
Thus, the functional is determined from the triangular decomposition of a sparse
matrix. The Cholesky decomposition is used rather than the LU factorization
because M is positive deﬁnite. Modiﬁcations of the analysis in section 3, that take
symmetry into account, will yield eﬃcient techniques for calculating derivatives of
the last two terms in equation (5.11).
5.4. Optimal statistical designs. Suppose we have a vector of n observations
y = C(x)θ + δ,
where C(x) ∈ Rn×p is a design matrix that depends on a control vector x ∈ Rq,
θ ∈ Rp is a vector of unknown parameters that is to be determined and δ ∈
Rn is a vector whose components are independent and normally distributed with
variance σ2. The least squares estimate of the unknown parameters is ˆ θ = C+ (x)y
where C+ (x) is the Moore-Penrose inverse. For a given design x and conﬁdence
coeﬃcient, the conﬁdence ellipsoid for θ is given by
 
θ
 
 
   
 
θ − ˆ θ
 T
A(x)
 
θ − ˆ θ
 
≤ constant
 
,
where A(x)=CT (x)C(x).
The volume of this ellipsoid is proportional to (detA(x))
− 1
2, and it is natural to
make this as small as possible. That is, we choose the control vector x to maximize
detA(x), which is equivalent to maximizing logdetA(x). Such designs are called
D-optimal designs (see Silvey [20] for a more detailed discussion). To perform the
required optimization, the gradient and Hessian of logdetA(x) can be computed
eﬃciently as in the examples on covariance selection and graphical methods in
section 5.2.
5.5. Analysis of short circuit scenarios in power systems. In the study of
power systems, the bus admittance matrix Y is a complex symmetric matrix whose
oﬀ-diagonal entries are the negative of the impedances between the buses [22]. As
each bus is usually only connected to a few other buses, the admittance matrix
is usually quite sparse. For the analysis of short circuits, some of the elements of
the bus impedance matrix Z = Y−1 are required. As explained in [22], not all
elements in the impedance matrix are needed if only the distribution of current one
bus away from the fault is required. In this case, only certain diagonal elements
and elements corresponding to the locally connected branches in the network areDIFFERENTIATION OF MATRIX FUNCTIONALS 1599
required. That is, we require only the elements zji in the impedance matrix for
which the corresponding elements yij in the admittance matrix are nonzero. Us-
ing the basic relationship (5.3), the element zji can, because of the symmetry, be
evaluated as
zji = zij =
∂
∂yij
(logdetY), for yij  =0 .
As explained in section 3.2, the indirect method for evaluating these derivatives
yields essentially the same algorithm as that in Takahashi et al. [22].
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